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On leash Training Residency Agreement 
 
Owner’s Name    

 

Home # Mobile Phone #    

 

Address  City/Zip   

 

E- mail Address    

 

Emergency Name  Phone #    

 

Dog’s Name   Breed   Age M / F  

Veterinarian  Phone #    

 

Odd Behaviors    

 

Physical Handicaps   

 

Allergies    

 

10-day On leash Training Residency                  COST: $ 700.00 
Commands Taught: wait, free walk, sit, heel with automatic sit, down, place mat, leave it, take, drop, up, off, 

settle, elimination command, say hi and come (from a distance of 6 feet) all performed reliably on leash under high 

distraction 

Take-home Session: held on the 10th day of residency training, 1 ½ hour session to demonstrate proficiency and 

transfer training tools to owners 

On leash Manual: comprehensive training instruction and information, personalized to your dog. 

Followup Session: approximately two weeks after the Take-home Session, trainer will meet at your home to 

review commands and address issues. Valid up to two months after take-home session. 

Maintenance Meetup: after successful completion of the Onleash Training Residency, the dog is eligible to attend 

monthly group training sessions for the life of the dog at no charge 

Training Tips and Tricks: monthly emails containing useful training reminders 

Training Equipment: leather leash, drag line, and chain collar are included at no charge 

 

 You will receive a separate invoice from Passion Four Paws, 1385 Franklin Street, Lewis Center, Ohio 43035 for 

boarding during the residency training. 

AM Drop-off only.  Please call Passion Four Paws (740.837.7297) to verify your drop-off and pick-up times. 
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A. ACME CANINE shall exercise reasonable care to maintain a clean, safe, and secure environment for the dog while 

in ACME CANINE’S care. 

B. The dog will be trained to perform as shown by demonstration. Included in the training shall be training sessions 

with the owner. Owner understands and agrees that, should owner fail to cooperate fully in completing the owner 

training sessions, ACME CANINE cannot and does not assume or accept responsibility for the behavior or 

performance of the dog after it has been returned to the owner. 

C. If the dog shows evidence of a medical problem while under the care and control of ACME CANINE, ACME CANINE 

shall have the right to take such measures as deemed necessary, without being liable to owner, for the health and 

safety of the dog, including the right to administer medication or obtain an evaluation and treatment by a 

veterinarian of ACME CANINE’S choice. If, in the opinion of ACME CANINE or the veterinarian selected by ACME 

CANINE, the cost of the treatment will exceed the amount of seventy-five dollars ($75.00), reasonable attempts 

will be made to contact the owner, and/or the veterinarian designated by owner, above, for further instructions. In 

the event that the owner or designated veterinarian cannot be contacted, ACME CANINE or the veterinarian 

selected by ACME CANINE may, without liability to owner, provide such emergency medical treatment as is 

deemed necessary to preserve the life and health of the dog. Owner shall pay the cost of all treatment provided 

for in this paragraph, in addition to the contract price, prior to the dog being released to the owner. 

D. If, during the training of the dog, the training is interrupted for any reason not the fault of ACME CANINE, including 

the illness of the dog, the owner may pay any balance due of the contract price and remove the dog from ACME 

CANINE’S service, in which case the dog may be returned to ACME CANINE’S service at a later date for completion 
of training at no additional cost. If any delay or interruption in training is the fault of, or at the request of, ACME 

CANINE, including delays for stress which may show up during training, owner shall not be charged for any such 

delay or interruption. 

E. ACME CANINE agrees that, while the dog is under its control for training, ACME CANINE will exercise the utmost 

diligence and care to protect the health and safety of the dog. However, owner agrees that ACME CANINE has no 

liability for loss of or damage to the dog or owner’s other property resulting from fire, disease, illness, virus, 
escape, theft, death, or other unavoidable causes. After the dog has been returned to the owner by ACME CANINE, 

ACME CANINE cannot and does not accept any responsibility for the illness, injury, or death of the dog or of any 

person or animal, or of damage to any property caused by the dog. 

F. Owner agrees to ACME CANINE’S training methods and tools to effectively complete training. □ Check if you do not 
want e-collar used. 

G. Owner represents that owner is the legal owner of the dog; that the dog is free and clear of any mortgage or other 

encumbrance; that the dog has not been exposed to distemper, rabies, or parvo within the past thirty (30) days; 

that the dog has been inoculated as shown above; that the dog is currently and properly licensed; and that the 

owner has read this agreement in its entirety. 

H. Owner gives ACME CANINE permission to take dog off premises for exercise and training purposes. 

I. Owner grants AC, its representatives, and its staff the right to take photographs of me and/or my pet/s, and to 

copyright, use, and publish the same in print and/or electronically. 

J. Owner agrees that AC may use such photographs of me and/or my pet/s with or without my name and for any 

lawful purpose, including, for example, such purposes as publicity, illustration, advertising, and Web content. 

 

OWNER(S) SIGNATURE(S)       DATE  

 

ACME CANINE’S SIGNATURE       DATE 
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 ADDITIONAL  REQUESTS: 

Please ask each member of your family to answer items #1 and #2 below. These lists help us find 

many of the core issues faster and often point out directions you could be headed toward yet do 

not realize. 

 

1. Make a list of words your dog seems to know and respond to. This can be anything, 

nicknames, what you say when you want your dog to go outside for elimination purposes, 

people names, toy names. Each person should write down any word your dog seems to be 

‘aware of.’ Include sounds if you use any; for example: whistle, finger snapping… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Make a list of annoyances from minor to major that your dog causes. This would be 

anything your dog does to annoy you. There is no wrong answer, and don’t presume 
anything is just a particular “breed trait” or a part of puppyhood to outgrow. 
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